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T

he immune system is capable of responding to nearly any
pathogen it encounters. A large part of the system’s flexibility
and robustness stems from its ability to fine tune its diverse
repertoire of antigen receptors through interaction (1). In the case
of B cells, diversity is generated in two stages. First, a variety of B
cell receptors are encoded in the germ line as gene segments, which
undergo a process of random rearrangement to form the assembled
receptor gene (2). Second, when a pathogen triggers an immune
response, B cells undergo a process of proliferation, death, and
mutation of their IgV regions. The mutation rate is high, 10⫺3 per
bp䡠generation⫺1, leading to remarkable diversity of receptors
among antigen-stimulated B cells during the acute phase of the
immune response. During this response, there is selection of B cells
with IgV region mutants that confer a high affinity for epitopes on
the pathogen (3), a process commonly termed affinity maturation.
Despite advances in identifying molecular mechanisms that generate diversity, the exact dynamic of the forces of selection that
underlie this process of affinity maturation is not well understood.
Even before the initiation of the immune response, there is
extraordinary genetic diversity in the B cell receptor repertoire,
owing to somatic recombinations used to construct the B cell
receptor. Each receptor is made of a heavy (H) chain and one of the
two light (L) chain types,  or . Each of these chains is itself the
result of the imprecise and random combinatorial assembly of
several gene fragments. Thus, every B cell has a different and,
therefore, unpredictable receptor whose specific functional attributes could not be accounted for directly by their germ-line
DNA. It is clear that B cell receptors follow certain canonical shapes
www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0607581103

(4) and that certain V regions have been selected because they are
sufficient to confer binding to key recurrent pathogen antigenic
motifs (5). Nevertheless, it is also clear that B cell receptors, as a
whole, could not have evolved just to recognize specific ligands,
because the immune system responds to a changing and unpredictable array of antigens (6). A further distinction between the V
region of B cell receptors and other genes is that the DNA-encoding
B cell receptors is expected to encounter and withstand high levels
of mutation as part of its normal function. It must have evolved to
both maximize the value of such point mutations in terms of total
diversity and withstand their deleterious effects.
In considering how B cell receptors may have evolved to function
in the face of high rates of somatic hypermutation along with their
function in binding to a largely unpredictable array of epitopes, it
is important to consider how change in genotype relates to a change
in phenotype. For a given phenotype there is a neutral network of
states in the genotype in which point mutations would not cause a
functional change (7). Thus, two individuals with the same phenotype nonetheless can differ in the potential for change that the
genotype encodes, i.e., what they can mutate to (8). This potential
is determined by the DNA codons and the amino acids (AA)
specified in their sequence. Most AAs are coded for by between 2
and 6 codons so that they have a neutral genotypic network of 2, 4,
or 6 nodes. Thus, the genetic code shapes the way genotypic change
effects AA change. In fact, the genetic code itself appears to have
evolved to enhance stability in the face of random mutation (9–11).
In three mutations, a codon has the potential to change to a
codon encoding any AA. During the process of B cell receptor
affinity maturation, the number of cell divisions is low and, despite
the high rate of mutation, it is highly unlikely that a codon will
undergo more than one, or at most two, mutations (12). Thus, the
precise germ-line DNA sequence encoding each AA in a B cell
receptor also determines the phenotypes of its potential progeny
after somatic hypermutation. The process of affinity maturation
resembles evolution in the sense of recurrent cycles of mutation and
selection (although over a very short time scale). However, the
process of somatic hypermutation and affinity selection is itself an
evolved part of the immune system, and one can assume it has been
optimized by evolution for its selective value. Thus, we may expect
the substrate on which the process operates, the germ-line sequences, to be optimized in a way that reflects how selection works
in affinity maturation. In particular, we hypothesize that the B cell
receptor sequences have evolved for viable change after mutation.
The V gene of both H and L chains is commonly divided into
framework (FW) subregions that define the basic architecture of
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B cells generate varied yet functional clones under high rates of
mutation of their V genes. It has been proposed that as a result of
the opposing demands of diversification and preservation of integrity, the V genes of heavy and light chains have evolved to
overexpress codons prone to amino acid change in their complementarity determining regions (CDR) compared with the framework (FW) regions. We have analyzed the germ-line V genes of
heavy and light chains (both  and ), comparing codons of CDR
and FW of the germ-line V regions both to each other and to control
regions. We found that in both germ-line heavy chains and 
chains, CDR codons are prone to replacement mutations, whereas
in the FW, the opposite is true. Furthermore, the difference between CDR and FW in heavy chains and  chains is based on codons
that are prone to nonconservative changes of amino acid. In
contrast, in germ-line  chains, the codons in both CDR and FW are
more prone to replacement mutations. We also demonstrated that
negative selection during immune responses is more sensitive to
nonconservative amino acid substitutions than overall amino acid
change, demonstrating the applicability of our analysis to real-time
process of selection in the immune system. The differences in
germ-line  and  light chains’ potential reaction to mutation
suggests that via these two differently evolved light-chain types,
the B cell repertoire encompasses two different strategies to
balance diversity and stability in an immune response.

the receptor and the complementarity-determining regions (CDR)
that encode the parts of the receptor that actually interact with
antigen. The FW regions, which form the backbone of the receptor,
are more constrained in terms of functionality, whereas the exact
amino acid makeup of CDRs is not as important in overall protein
folding (4). Indeed, it has been recognized that codons with a higher
a priori tendency to mutate to encode a different amino acid [i.e.,
replacement (R) mutations] are enriched in the CDR compared
with the FW (13–16). This predisposition is especially evident in the
codon usage of serine (S). In the CDR, S is most often encoded by
agt兾c, the two codons of S that tend most to R mutations, whereas
in the FW, the other codons for S (tcx) are more common (17).
Whereas this bias was shown to be the case for H chains, in L
chains the results were unclear and at times contradictory. L chains,
and especially , exhibited less distinctive differences between CDR
and FW (13). Furthermore,  was shown to have a less strict bias
between FW and CDR in the use of agt兾c (17). These studies were
limited, as they did not sufficiently or equally sample the different
L-chain types. Further, the study of S codon usage did not consider
 chains at all (17). Later studies, which looked at larger subsets of
 and  chain types (15, 16), considered both nucleotide and codon
composition to show the effect of the germ-line sequence on
potential mutability (16). However, their results were contradictory
as regards to  chains, finding in one study that  chains did not
exhibit a significant difference between CDR and FW (15), but in
another one, that both  and  showed contrast between CDR and
FW similar to that in H chains (16). The ambiguous results
regarding L chains call for a more rigorous measurement of the
potential for change in the CDR and FW, because the contrasting
of CDR and FW may not be the only way V genes have evolved
under the opposing demands of variability and viability.
These previous studies used the FW as a control for results in the
CDR. They could only test the possibility that these two regions
have evolved differently from each other in terms of their reaction
to mutation and ignored, therefore, the distinct possibility of
selective forces operating on FWs. Two main elements were missing
from previous research: first, a comparison of CDR and FW to
other genes that were not subjected to somatic hypermutation, and
second, a test of the tendency for different types of R mutation,
both conservative and nonconservative.
Here, we have analyzed the codon usage of CDR and FW in H
and L chains. Using a novel network view of the genetic code, we
compared CDR and FW to each other and to CD8, a L-chain
homolog that does not undergo somatic hypermutation. We also
compared the codon usage in these different regions to the general
codon usage in the human genome. For H chains, we corroborated
the prior findings that the codon used in CDRs are more prone to
change, whereas those used in the FW regions are more stable. We
expected to find the same relationship of CDR and FW for L chains
as in H chains. However, to our surprise, the two types of L chains
( and ) exhibit different relationships between codon usage in the
CDR and FW. When compared with the general codon usage of the
human genome,  chains have significantly more changeable CDRs
and less changeable FW regions, whereas  chains are more
changeable in both CDR and FW. Moreover, and as was hitherto
unnoticed, the contrast between CDR and FW, which is found in
H chains and in  chains, does not correlate merely with codons
more prone to R mutation but, in fact, with nonconservative R
mutations. To more clearly identify the importance of different
magnitudes of AA change, we analyzed the mutation profile in
sequences taken from B cell mutants at days 10 and 16 of a -based
immune reaction. As in our analysis of the germ line, we calculated
the extent of nonconservative mutation separately from AA replacements in general. We found that the FWs of these mutants
showed a marked selection against nonconservative mutations and
not against R mutations in general.
Our results suggest that the immune system has two different
strategies to balance generation of diversity with the maintenance
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of functionality during the process of somatic hypermutation and
selection. Mutation in H and  chains will tend to generate diverse
mutants while maintaining their viability, whereas mutation in 
chains will lead to mutants with greater diversity but with less
control of the magnitude of the effect of their mutations or their
potential viability.
Results and Discussion
The Codon Network. The nucleotide triplets that comprise the
genetic code can be plotted on the corners of a hyper cube (18).
Different regions of the cube tend to share traits relevant to the
AA’s function (10, 18, 19). Codons differing only in the third
nucleotide usually encode the same AA, codons differing in the first
nucleotide often encode AAs of similar traits (such as hydrophobicity), and codons differing in the second nucleotide share the
same common precursor from which the AA is synthesized (10, 19).
We consider this hypercube as a network, in which every codon is
a node, and an edge is a mutation of one of its bases (Fig. 1).
Not all nodes in the codon network are equally interconnected.
First, not all nodes have the same number of edges, because some
are adjacent to stop codons and, thus, have fewer viable mutational
options. Second, because some AAs have more codons, movement
between nodes is not equally likely to lead to changes in AAs.
Furthermore, meaningful changes after mutation, in the AAs
encoded, can be defined in many ways, because not all changes in
AA are equal.
We considered two measures of potential for change in codons
and the AAs they encode:
Y

Y

AA changeability: the chance that a mutation of a single nucleotide will change the encoded AA.
Trait changeability: the chance for a given codon that a mutation
of a single nucleotide will be nonconservative and result in a
codon encoding a different AA whose properties are radically
different from the original AA. There are several ways to define
the traits of AAs, including hydrophobicity, polarity, and size.
Because we are studying IgV regions, we decided to use the trait
definitions derived from the study of multiple variable domains
of immunoglobulins (20). In this study, AAs were clustered by
their hydrophobicity and their general tendency to be on the
surface of the receptor. This resulted in a division of all AAs to
three trait groups Hydrophobic兾Buried, Neutral兾Intermediate,
and Hydrophilic兾Surface (20). The distribution of AAs into these
three groups is shown in Fig. 4, which is published as supporting
information on the PNAS web site. For the purpose of our
analysis, we consider all trait changes to be of equal size.

In calculating both changeability scores, we have taken into
account that the likelihood of all mutations is not equal. There is
a 2-to-1 transition bias (i.e., purine to purine and pyrimidine to
pyrimidine) in somatic hypermutation (21).
Analyzing Germ-Line Sequences Through the Lens of the Codon
Network. We compared the AA changeability of CDR and FW in

H chains,  and  L chains, and the L chain homolog CD8 to the
expected changeability based on the codon usage of the entire
human genome. As previous studies led us to predict (13–17), we
found that the CDRs in H chains and in both types of L chain are
significantly more changeable than expected from the human
genome. We also found that the changeability of the CDRs of CD8
is not significantly different from the human genome as a whole,
demonstrating that heightened changeability is not merely a property of CDR-like regions of an IgV-like domain (Table 1). In
agreement with the conventional view of the relationship of CDR
and FW, we found that the FW regions of H chains and  chains
are significantly less changeable than expected compared with the
human genome. However, in  chains, the FW regions are only
slightly less changeable than the CDR and are significantly more
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Mutation in:

S*

R

H

agt/c

cgt/c

cat/c

N

aat/c

second base

Table 1. Different regions in V genes exhibit significant
differences from the expected changeability of the human
genome
AA changeability

third base

G

T/C

C

Y

tgt/c

tat/c

gat/c

V

F

S
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gtt/c

I

att/c

ttt/c

L

ctt/c

tct/c

P
cct/c

gct/c

T
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type
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act/c

H chain
CD8

A

R*

R
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aga

cga

caa

aaa

Stop

Stop

E

G

gga

V

gta

I

ata

G

tga

L*

tta

L

cta

taa

S

tca

P
cca

R*

R

Q

agg

cgg

cag

W

Stop

G

ggg

V

gtg

M

atg

tgg

L*

ttg

L

ctg

tag

S

tcg

P
ccg

K

gaa

A

gca

Region

erf(x)*

P†

Dir.‡

erf(x)

P

Dir.

CDR
FW
CDR
FW
CDR
FW
CDR
FW

0.999
⫺0.999
0.999
0.905
0.996
⫺0.997
0.396
0.468

⬍10⫺3
⬍10⫺3
⬍10⫺3
0.050
0.002
0.001
0.302
0.266

(⫹)
(–)
(⫹)
(⫹)
(⫹)
(–)
(NS)
(NS)

0.998
⫺0.999
0.949
0.950
0.996
⫺0.641
0.169
0.835

⬍10⫺3
⬍10⫺3
0.026
0.025
0.002
0.179
0.415
0.080

(⫹)
(⫺)
(⫹)
(⫹)
(⫹)
(NS)
(NS)
(NS)

Human codon usage was calculated from a sample of 84,949 coding sequences (36,349,745 codons), www.kazusa.or.jp兾codon.
*erf(x) is calculated as explained in Materials and Methods.
†P value is calculated as explained in Materials and Methods.
‡Direction (Dir.) of difference from expected from human genome: ⫹, significantly more changeable; ⫺, significantly less changeable; NS, not significantly different.
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Fig. 1. The codon network. Represented here in three levels is the genetic
code in the form of a network of codons. Such a view emphasizes the different
potential for change that two codons encoding the same AA can have. Every
node has three kinds of edges, those that are the result of a mutation in the
first base (green), those that are the result of a mutation of the second base
(red), and those that are the result of a mutation in the third or wobble base
(up兾down). For the encoding of AAs, the third nucleotide is completely
redundant if it is a thymidine (t) or a cytosine (c). The network therefore
contains only 48 nodes. Nodes that have AA denoted with an ‘‘*’’ are codons
encoding an AA with six codons that differ from the rest of the codons for that
AA by the first nucleotide [arginine (R) and leucine (L)] or by both the first and
second nucleotides (S). Nodes denoted with a ‘‘stop’’ are stop codons. The
network is unbounded, movement off the left end will lead to the right end
of a network, and movement off the top leads to the bottom. Each node is also
connected to all of its equivalent nodes in the levels above and below it.

changeable than expected compared with the human genome
(Table 1). Thus, compared with  chains,  chains will generate
mutant progeny during the antigen-driven immune response with
greater variability in their receptors. However, because a large
fraction of R mutations in FW will adversely affect V region folding
and, thus, B cell receptor function (22),  chains also will generate
more nonfunctioning receptors.
The results of the above analysis were the same when considering
trait changeability. This result is not surprising because the comparison of the overall changeability to the expected changeability is
influenced mostly by those AAs that have multiple codons with
differing changeability scores, most prominently S, arginine, and
leucine, which are each encoded by six different codons (23). This
limitation does not create a problem in tracking changeability in the
Hershberg and Shlomchik

Trait changeability

D

ggt/c

L chains, because S is plentiful. However, among the codons that
encode S, those codons that are the most prone to AA change are
also most prone to trait change, accounting for an inevitable
concordance between the two measures in this instance.
Consistent with the above results we found that, although the bias
exists toward encoding of S by the most changeable codons (agt兾c)
in the CDR and not in the FW, it is much less pronounced in FW
of  chains than in the FW of  chains. Strikingly, whereas overall
levels of S encoding codons are similar in both types of L chain, the
prevalence of agt兾c is 5-fold higher in the FW of  chains compared
with the FW of  chains (2, 19.427; P ⫽ 1 ⫻ 10⫺5; see Table 4,
which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web
site).
To differentiate between the influence of trait and AA changeability described above, we calculated Pearson correlations between
the AA and trait changeability scores and the frequencies of codons
in CDR vs. FW of V regions and in CDR of V regions vs. CDR of
CD8 (Table 2). In H chains and in  chains, we found there was
significant correlation between trait changeability and the relative
frequency of codons. Such a correlation was not found with AA
changeability. Therefore, we concluded that trait changeability is
the distinguishing feature of CDR and FW in H chains and in 
chains.
With regard to correlation between changeability and codon
usage, we found that  chains again differed from H and  chains.
 chains did not exhibit significant correlations between the frequency of codon usage and the AA or trait changeability scores.
Despite that the  FW is markedly more changeable, it does not
exhibit a tendency for trait change over general AA changeability
(Table 2). The lack of difference could well be because in  chains,
CDR and FW are not as different in terms of changeability. It is
interesting to note that in  chains, although neither AA nor trait
changeability is significantly correlated to relative codon frequency,
both show similar levels of correlation just below significance. In 
chains, on the other hand, only correlation to trait changeability is
significantly correlated to codon frequency, and this correlation is
much stronger than that of AA changeability (Table 2). This result
suggests that  chains are primed for change, in general, after
mutation but are not specially selected to maximize the impact of
such change, as H chains and  chains are.
Transition Neighborhoods. The bias of mutation toward transition
mutations is also present in meiotic mutation (21), which has
implications beyond the correct calculation of changeability scores.
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first base

Gene type

Condition*

AA
changeability
correlation†

 chain

CDR-FW
CDR-CDRCD8
 -CD8
CDR-FW
CDR-CDRCD8
 -CD8
CDR-FW
CDR-CDRCD8
H-CD8

0.175
0.104
0.174
0.281
0.238
0.247
0.224
0.189
0.221

 chain

H chain

Trait
changeability
correlation
0.283
0.315‡
0.293
0.240
0.279
0.265
0.329
0.345
0.308

*Three relative frequencies of codons: CDR-FW, of the same gene type;
CDR-CDRCD8, CDR of a given gene type: minus the CDR of CD8; 兾k兾H-CD8,
the interaction of both differences between CDR and FW and the CDR of the
V genes and that of CD8 [i.e.  (cdr–fw)–CD8(cdr–fw), similarly for  and H
chains].
†For a two-tailed test Pearson correlation is significant when it is ⬎0.288 (␣ ⬍
0.05).
‡Results that are significant are in bold.

When the positive bias for transition mutations is taken into
account, the general stabilizing tendencies of the genetic code are
even more pronounced (10, 18). We divided the codon network into
eight ‘‘transition neighborhoods.’’ Each neighborhood is comprised
of eight codons that are connected by transition mutations. Because
of the transition bias, codons in the same neighborhood will tend to
mutate into each other more often than into codons outside their
neighborhood, thus further segregating the types of mutants a given
codon is likely to generate. We refer to specific neighborhoods of
codons by the AAs they encode. For instance, the neighborhood
that includes the codons that encode for asparagine (N), S, aspartic
acid (D), and glycine (G) is called NSDG (Fig. 2A).
We compiled the distribution of codons across transition neighborhoods in the CDRs of H chains, L chains, and CD8. We found
that codons from the NSDG neighborhood were overrepresented
in the CDRs of H chains and  chains compared with those of CD8
and overall levels in the human genome (Fig. 2B). NSDG codons
also are overrepresented in  chains, although to a lesser extent.
The overrepresentation of codons from a given transition neighborhood can make random mutations less disruptive and help
preserve the overall antibody fold. During somatic hypermutation,
codons are mutated usually once at most. Therefore, a mutated
chain position generally will remain in its original transition neighborhood. This segregation to part of the genetic code is further
stabilizing if we take into consideration that the genetic code puts
amino acids that share certain properties in the same transition
neighborhood. For instance, NSDG all favor non-␣-helix and
non-␤-sheet secondary structure (24), which may serve to ensure
that the mutated CDR still are able to fold into a stable structure.
At first glance, this segregation to a specific transition neighborhood may appear to contradict our conclusions regarding trait
changeability being reinforced in H chains and  chains. However,
the specific neighborhood that is overrepresented, NSDG, is the
most prone to AA changeability and the second-most prone-to-trait
change. On the other hand, NSDG is at least two mutations away
from any of the stop codons. In addition arginine, which is involved
in many autoreactive receptors (14), is not reachable by a transition
mutation. Furthermore, the trait changes that can happen after
transition mutations in NSDG are not from hydrophilic to hydrophobic but only to intermediate AAs. The overrepresentation of the
NSDG transition neighborhood suggests that H chains and  chains
strike a balance in generating meaningfully different receptors after
mutation, ensuring that receptors that have not changed enough or
15966 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0607581103
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V
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P

T

I/M

L

P

T/C

B

Transition
Transversion

A/G

0.45
Fraction of codons in the Transition Neighborhood

Table 2. Pearson correlation between changeability scores of
codons and their relative frequency

0.4
0.35
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0

FSLP LSLP ITVA M(I)TVA YCHR -WQR NSDG KREG

Fig. 2. Transition neighborhoods. (A) In this image of the codon network, every
node represents a pair of codons that differ only by a transition mutation in the
third base. The codons in the left network end with t兾c and in the right with a兾g.
Nodes show AAs because all such third base transition mutations are silent except
M3 I, whose representative node is shown as I兾M. Stop codons are shown as ‘‘⫺,’’
and the fifth and sixth codon of an AA is represented by *. Transition mutations
of either the first or second bases are represented by thick edges, and transversion
mutations are represented by thin edges. The four codon couplets that are
connected through transition mutations are considered to be in the same transition neighborhood. All nodes in the same neighborhood share the same enclosing symbol. (B) Distribution of codons from the CDR into the different transition neighborhoods. Each neighborhood is designated by the AAs it encodes
and by its symbol as given in Fig. 2 A. Results from the CDR of human L chains 
(black) and  (gray) and H chains (white) are compared with those of CD8 (circle)
and to overall levels in the human genome (triangle).

have become nonfunctional will be less likely to be generated by
mutation.
We have so far focused on how the FW of  chains is different
from that of  and H chains. With regard to transition neighborhoods, the CDR is also different between the two L-chain types. In
addition to the overrepresentation of NSDG,  chains also exhibit
a higher fraction of codons from the WQR neighborhood compared with both  chains and CD8s (see Fig. 2B). Having codons
in different transition neighborhoods will lead to a greater variety
in -chain mutants. However, WQR includes codons for arginine,
and all but one of its codons are a mutation away from stop codons;
therefore,  chains are more likely to have lethal or ineffectual
mutations than  chains, in which only NSDG is overexpressed. In
this context, it is important to consider the relationship between
glutamine (Q) and N. Previous studies have noted that the CDRs
of H chains exhibit a strong bias toward N (25). Q and N, although
distinct, often are found to be substituted when comparing aligned
sequences of proteins with known homology. They have related
chemical properties, and a priori there is no reason why one should
be preferred over another in a random repertoire of V regions that
in general is not selected for particular binding specificities (25).
However, from the perspective of viability after mutation, Q is a
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B1-8 CDR
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CDR

Proportion of replacment mutations
among total mutations (R/(R+S))

Proportion of trait changes among
replacment mutations (T/R)
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0.036储
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Fig. 3. Fraction of AA and trait changes in mouse  chains 10 and 16 days
after immunization. (Left) Fraction of nonconservative trait changing mutations out of R mutations. (Right) Fraction of R mutations out of total. The lines
marked CDR and FW represent the level of mutations expected.

R兾(R ⫹ S)†

T兾R*

V23 CDR

V23 FW

0.4
Day 10

Table 3. Selection for trait change mutations compared with
other replacement mutations

*Number of nonconservative trait change mutations out of total replacement.
†Number of replacement mutations out of total mutations.
‡The expected frequency (Frq.) T兾R, based on the mouse  V1J1 germ line, is
0.55 in the CDR and 0.49 in the FW.
§In both cases P is the result of a one-tailed binomial test (␣ ⬍ 0.05).
¶The expected frequency R兾(R ⫹ S) is 0.73 in the CDR and 0.71 in the FW.
储Results that are significant are in bold.

transition mutation away from stop codons and N is two mutations
away. As expected from the distribution of codons to transition
neighborhoods, H and  chains exhibit a strong bias toward N (14
to 1 and 3 to 1, respectively), whereas in  chains, the CDR shows
the opposite trend (3 to 5, 2, 7.984; P ⫽ 0.005; see Table 4). Once
more, we find that  generates greater diversity but is more likely
to have a lethal mutation, this time in the CDR.
Our results indicate that, after mutation, B cell receptors with 
chains will generate greater variability than those with  chains.
However, much of the variability of the repertoire of  chain
mutants will consist of cells that do not express receptors that are
meaningfully different from the original clone. This limited functional variability could happen either because the  chain mutants
are not significantly different from their progenitors because of a
lower frequency of R mutations being nonconservative or because
they are nonfunctional. Nonfunctional mutants can arise either
because of mutations to stop codons in the CDR or mutations in
the FW region that result in an unfoldable receptor.
We speculate that the B cell repertoire can withstand the lower
viability of -chain mutants because of the differences in gene
organization between  chains and  chains (26). In  chains, the
different families of the germ-line genes are clearly separated (27).
In  chains, the different families are closely related with specific
members of different families, typically showing a similarity of
⬎80% (26, 28). This difference between  and  predates the
separation of the orders to which mice and men belong (27–29).
Thus, the repertoire of responding B cells is more resilient to the
loss of a specific -chain mutant because it is likely to have one with
a similar V region on hand.

giving a clearer signal on which to test our measures of selection
on somatic hypermutation.
We analyzed the CDR and FW of these L chains at days 10 and
16 after infection and compared the number of mutations of
different types to the expected distribution of mutations of these
types. In the CDR, we found that the fraction of R mutations out
of total mutations was significantly above the random expected
value. We only see purification of trait changes over time in
low-affinity V23 mice. It appears that only where very low affinity
pushes selection to the extreme, positive selection for trait change
beyond overall change is evident even over a 16-day span. In the FW
region, we found that trait changes were actively being selected
against, whereas R mutations in general were not being selected
against (Fig. 3 and Table 3).
These unexpected divergences of selection, for or against trait but
not AA change, indicated that trait differences could be a meaningful signal for the process of selection in the germinal center.
These results suggest that trait changeability measures could be an
important tool for describing the levels of negative and positive
selection in affinity maturation. They also corroborate our findings,
showing that the germ-line sequences indeed have evolved to
reflect changes in AA that are relevant to the actual process of
somatic selection. Finally our results show that differentiating
between AA by their traits adds to our understanding of the
phenotype being selected for. It is important to note that we do not
suggest that the traits we have distinguished in V regions are
applicable universally. The relevant traits of AAs depend on the
phenotype being selected and are specific to the kinds of AA
interactions relevant to the specific biological process under study.
This relationship must be considered to incorporate the traits of
AAs into future research.

Trait Change Analysis During the Process of Selection. We tested

The Importance of the Codon View. Based on the codon view, our

whether measures of changeability could provide insight into
real-time selection of V region mutants in the germinal center
(GC). We have been studying an immune response to the
(4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenyl)acetyl (NP) hapten in two types of B
cell-receptor transgenic mice, V23 and B1-8, in which fixed,
nonmutable H chains are expressed in every B cell. In combination with an endogenous  chain, found in 3% of B cells, the
V23 H chain has a low affinity for NP, whereas the B1-8 H chain
has a high innate affinity (30, 31). These mice are an ideal
substrate for testing our measures of selection because all
affinity-based selection occurs in  chains, canceling the need to
analyze the effects on separate H⫹L chains simultaneously,

results show how V regions have evolved to balance the immune
system’s requirement for variable B cell receptors with the need to
have enough viable mutants under high levels of mutation. The full
complexity of this balance in both CDR and FW cannot be
understood by nucleotide analysis alone. Recent studies of H chains
have suggested that in the CDR, c nucleotides are positioned
preferentially so that they will result in silent mutations (25). In
effect, this positioning implies the use of codons ending in t兾c,
because such nucleotides will cause only R mutations at this
position in the less likely case of a transversion mutation. It was
reasoned that such a bias will downplay the greater tendency of
somatic mutation to occur in c compared with a nucleotides (25).
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However, this overexpression of codons with t兾c in the third
position also fits with the overexpression of codons from the NSDG
neighborhood that we describe. By taking into consideration the
codon usage of the different V genes, we find that the c nucleotide
bias in L and H chains goes hand in hand with the usage of codons
that are in general more prone to R mutations. Thus, the overexpression of codons with silent mutations in c兾t is not merely a
mechanism to reduce the propensity for change in c but, in addition,
is balanced by the use of more changeable codons and AAs.
A Functional Explanation for the Differences Between  and  Chains.

The differences we have described between  chains and  chains
suggest that the balancing of variability and viability of V-region
mutants has evolved in more than one way. The fact that both
L-chain families are found in many different immune systems (32)
implies that they may have been selected to suit specific needs of the
immune system. This multiplicity is possible, because the immune
reaction is the result of the selection of a few clones from many
participants. Affinity maturation is not at the level of the single
clone but rather reflects changes in the entire B cell repertoire,
which includes clones with either type of L chain.
Models of affinity maturation have represented the movement
toward maximal affinity of interaction between receptor and antigen as movement on an affinity landscape that occurs on a rough
landscape, with many local minima and maxima of affinity, or a
smooth landscape, rising to a clear maxima (33). The differences in
codon composition of  and  and, thus, their responses to
mutation, imply that during a typical response, evolution of receptors is occurring on two generally different types of landscapes. 
chains mutate in measured steps of a certain size and mediate a
search in a smooth landscape.  chains take more uneven steps.
Some  chains mutate to radically different shapes but many
mutants remain practically unchanged, close to the original germ
line in affinity. These kinds of changes describe a search in a
rougher landscape in which there is a need to escape local minima.
Which strategy would be more effective cannot be predicted a priori
and would depend on the initial B cell and the Ag. Using a
repertoire that includes both  or  chains in tandem, the immune
response can search simultaneously the shape space of antigens at
both a rough and a smooth level of acuity.
Methods
Source of Genomic Data. All germ-line sequences were taken from

the IMGT database (27; http:兾兾imgt.cines.fr). To eliminate bias
from subgroup family size differences, we selected one sequence at
random from each of the subgroups of the H- or L-chain families.
These sequences represented 7 subgroups for H chains, 10 subgroups for , and 5 subgroups for  (Data Set 1, which is published
as supporting information on the PNAS web site). We based our
division of the L chains into CDR and FW on Kabat et al. (34). The
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sequence data from actual stages of the process of selection is from
unpublished sequences derived from microdissection of splenic
germinal centers in B1-8 and V23 Ig transgenic mice engineered in
the Shlomchik laboratory (30, 31).
We have repeated the analyses described above on similarly
selected representative sequences of murine  and  V genes and
on the entire repertoire of human  and  V genes (sequences in
FASTA format in Data Sets 2 and 3, which are published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site). The results of these
analyses fit well with our results presented here (Fig. 5 and Tables
5–7, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS
web site).
Statistical Methods. Comparing overall changeability. By following
Plotkin et al. (35), we defined the changeability of CDR or FW
[C(g)] as the summed changeability of their codons [C(i)]. We then
adapted their statistical test (as described in Supporting Methods,
which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site)
to determine whether the overall changeability of CDR and FW
regions was significantly elevated or depressed compared with the
rest of the human genome while controlling for the length and AA
composition.
Pearson correlation. To measure how codon usage is related to codon
changeability, we calculated whether there was a significant Pearson
correlation between the changeability scores (AA or trait) of a
codon and the frequency of that codon’s usage. To evaluate the
differences between CDR and FW and between CDR in L chains
and in CD8, we calculated Pearson correlations with the following
three relationships of codon usage.
Y
Y

Y

The relative frequency of a codon in CDR vs. FW.
The relative frequency of a codon in the CDR of an H or L chain
vs. the CDR of CD8.
The interaction of these two frequencies [(CDR–L chain FW) –
(CD8 CDR–CD8 FW)].

Analysis of Numbers of Mutations After Somatic Hypermutation. We
analyzed the CDR and FW of the  L chains counting the number
of independent mutations of a given type (R or T), i.e., in how many
different germinal centers a certain mutation occurred. We thus
could treat mutations in CDR and FW independently from each
other and test each region with a separate binomial test (36), which
compared the number of independent mutations to the expected
levels, based on the germ line of mouse  chains.
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Supporting Methods
Following Plotkin et al. (1) w!e! !defined !t!h!e! !changeability! !o!f! complimentarity
determining region (CDR) or framework (FW) [C(g)] a!s! !t!h!e! !s!u!m!med!
!changeability! !o!f! !their! !c!o!d!o!n!s [C(i)]. W!e used the following! !statistical! !t!e!s!t! !to
determine whether the overall changeability of CDR and FW regions was
significantly! !e!l!e!v!a!t!e!d! !o!r! !depressed !c!o!m!p!a!r!e!d! !with! !t!h!e! !r!e!s!t! !o!f! !t!h!e! !human
g!e!n!o!m!e!,! while !c!o!n!t!r!o!l!ling! !f!o!r! !t!h!e! !l!e!n!g!t!h! !a!n!d! !amino acid composition!. W!e! !indexed
!t!h!e! !45! !viable! !(!i.e.! !n!o!t! “s!t!o!p”!)! !c!o!d!o!n! nodes! !in an arbitrary order i = 1 …45.! As
explained in Fig. 1 in greater detail, because all codons with c/t on the third
position are synonymous in the amino acids they encode, we have 45 and not 61
nodes.! We used the notation !aa(i)! !t!o! !d!e!n!o!t!e! !t!h!e! amino acid !e!n!c!o!d!e!d! !b!y! !c!o!d!o!n! !i.
We then further defined !N!i! ! !as !t!h!e! !n!u!m!b!e!r! !o!f! !o!c!cu!r!e!n!c!e!s! !o!f! !c!o!d!o!n! !i! in the entire
human genome! and! !ni as the same in !t!h!e! gene region to be compared (CDR or
FW in this case)!!.! !Similarly! !M!α and mα ! !d!e!n!o!t!e!d !t!h!e! !n!u!m!b!e!r! !o!f! !o!c!cu!r!e!n!c!e!s! !o!f!
!amino acid !α in the entire genome and in the gene region under study,
respectively.
Thus, the changeability of a gene region (G) is defined as:
45

1.

C(G) = ∑ n i × C(i)
i=1

!For each amino acid! α!,! we defined its expected changeability and its variance in

€

changeability, given the codon usage in the entire genome, by the equations:

2.

E[C(α )] =

∑
i such that aa(i)= α

3.

V[C(α )] =

∑
i such that aa(i)= α

€

(C(i) × N M )
i

aa(i)

(C(i) × N M ) − E[C(α )]
2

i

aa(i)

2

Based on this!,! !w!e! !defined! !t!h!e! !expected! !changeability! !o!f! !(G)! !a!n!d! !i!t!s! !v!a!ri! !a!n!c!e! !b!y!
!t!h!e! !equations!:!
20

4.

E[C(G)] = ∑ E[C(α )] × m aa(α )
α =1
20

5.

V[C(G)] = ∑V[C(α )] × m aa(α )
α =1

We calculated the significance of the difference between the expected and
€

observed levels of changeability of CDR and FW. A Kolmagorov-Smirnov test for
normality of the product of the distribution of codons and their changeability in the
human genome was not significant (P > 0.1). We therefore could assume a
normal distribution of this trait and used the following equation to determine
whether differences between expected and observed changeability were
significant (α = 0.05):

€

€

1 
C(G) − E[(C(G)] 
× 1 m erf (
)
2 
2 × V[C(G)] 

6.

p=

7.

erf (x) =

2
×
π

∞

2

∫ e−t × dt
0

Supporting data sets
There are three datasets in the supporting information. Data set 1 contains the
sequences analyzed in the paper (one per subgroup of human λ, κ and heavy
chains and also CD8) divided into CDR and FW. Data set 2 contains a sequence
for every type of human κ V gene in the IMGT database (http://imgt.cines.fr),
whereas data set 3 contains a sequence for every type of human λ V gene in the
IMGT database. Both are in FASTA format. The results of the analysis of these
larger groups is in tables 5 and 6 in the supplemental information.
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